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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your running a hadoop cluster with a name node on the host mynamenode.
What are two ways you can determine available HDFS space in your cluster?
A. Run hadoop DFSAdmin - spaceQuota and subtract DFS used % from configured capacity
B. Run hadoop dfsadmin - report and locate the DFS reaming value
C. Run hadoop fs -du / and locate the dfs remaining value
D. Connect to http://mynode:50070/and locate the dfs remaining value
Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference:http://stackoverflow.com/questions/11583210/hdfs-free-space-available-command

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are creating a Windows Embedded Standard 7 image for a target device. You use Image
Configuration Editor (ICE) to configure the answer file. You need to ensure that when the device
is turned on, user interaction is not required until the desktop appears. Which setting of
EmbeddedEdition_x86 should you configure?
A. AutoLogon

B. DefaultConsent
C. Distribution ShareCredentials
D. MachinePassword
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which is/are the main role(s) used in Infosphere MDM Server for PIM?
A. System administrator roles.
B. Solution developer roles.
C. All of the above.
D. Business users roles.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. as-delete-instance-in-auto-scaling-group <Instance ID> --no-decrement-desired-capacity
B. as-terminate-instance-in-auto-scaling-group <Instance ID> --decrement-desired-capacity
C. as-terminate-instance-in-auto-scaling-group <Instance ID> --update-desired-capacity
D. as-terminate-instance-in-auto-scaling-group <Instance ID> --no-decrement-desiredcapacity
Answer: D
Explanation:
The Auto Scaling command as-terminate-instance-in-auto-scaling-group <Instance ID> will
terminate the specific instance ID. The user is required to specify the parameter as
-no-decrementdesired-capacity to ensure that it launches a new instance from the launch
config after terminating the instance. If the user specifies the parameter
--decrement-desired-capacity then Auto Scaling will terminate the instance and decrease the
desired capacity by 1.
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